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Briefing Paper – Advisory Group approach to discussion (benefits and
methods) to enhance trust within appropriately verified TLDs.
Issue: The High Security Top Level Domain Verification Program (“HSTLD”) or
(“Program”) is designed to provide a structured approach to improve Internet
community trust and to improve the overall security of the domains registered
within Top Level Domains (“TLD”) that volunteer to participate in the Program. The
Program draft (see additional information below) currently provides a framework
that describes a voluntary Program for Registries that elect to self-identify as a
“high-security” TLD. By electing to be identified as a “high-security” TLD, the
Registry is signaling its intent to meet the requirements of the HSTLD Program.
This Program has been developed based on comments received from ICANN
stakeholders that were gathered during the feedback process for the establishment
of new TLDs, as well as examination of other certification-type programs. The
Program incorporates input from internationally recognized control and certification
standards such as the AICPA/CICA Trust Services and the ISO/IEC 27000 series.
Benefits: The Program allows for an enhanced level of trust for the Internet users
within a HSTLD. Trust is established by allowing the HSTLD Internet users to see,
through an appropriate seal, that the TLD has achieved Security Verification. By
achieving the seal, the TLD operator will have demonstrated that it has
implemented the required control environment defined by the Program, and that
the required controls were operating effectively during a period of review. The
Program will require the Registry to both implement controls and to undergo a
periodic audit per the requirements of the Program. The balance between benefit
(enhanced trust) and cost constitutes the key business decision that a TLD operator
will use as the basis to determine if the Program is an appropriate business process
to pursue.
Process: ICANN will convene an advisory group to include TLD registries and
interested parties to produce a requirements statement considering both the
vendors and consumers of a TLD verification program; and then identify how an
HSTLD program could be implemented and managed.
Elements to be considered:
1. What members of the community should be invited to participate in the
advisory group?
2. Are there existing certification programs in one or more industries that can
serve as a model for the HSTLD program?
3. What are the costs/benefits to ICANN of development of the Program, i.e.,
how many TLDs might opt to pursue a verification seal?
4. What are the issues the advisory group should address?
raised include:

Some initial issues

a. Incentives – Potential incentives (beyond market value) should be
considered as a component of the program.
b. Background Checking – The ability for an assessor to obtain valid
background checks in a global implementation will need to be
examined.
c. Assessor Requirements – Full requirements to become a Security
Verification Program Assessor will need to be developed and published.
Requirements will also need to define assessor independence.
d. Metrics and Reporting – Development of standardized metrics and
report templates designed to report compliance to the governance
body, management team, the Board, and the Internet Community.
These reports and metrics would be published.
e. Limitation of Liability – Key issues and resolutions around issues of
liability related to the program will need to be identified and resolved.
f. Anticipated Fees - At this stage in development, fee structure for the
program has not been decided. It is anticipated that Registries
wishing to pursue Security Verification will be required to pay fees for
the evaluation of operation of controls in their environment.
5. What are potential solutions to the issues?
Additional Information: For additional information, please refer to the following
sources:
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NOTE: The concept paper was originally called the “Voluntary Security Designation” program. The name of the
program has changed to the “High Security Top Level Domain Verification” program as the concept is now
becoming a working program.

